Faculty Club 2019
University Guesthouse, Friday, 12:00-1:30pm
Objectives


Regular meeting point for professors; getting to know each other and networking



Opportunity to meet the management of the University; mutual exchange between university boards and faculty
members



Discussion and exchange on the research profile of RWTH Aachen University



ThinkTank: input from and exchange with external top-class researchers



Networking opportunities for ‘advanced talents’; exploiting the potential of creative, bustling talents for the
research profile of the University

Programme
October 11, 2019
thursday evening,
November 21, 2019
December 6, 2019
January 24, 2020

Markus Rothermel, RWTH Aachen
To watch the brain at work
Christa Reicher, RWTH Aachen
Knowledge-based urban development - Aachen on the way to tomorrow‘s city of knowledge
Rudolf Aebersold, ETH Zurich
Combining Computation and Life Science - How to Make Sense of Big Data (working title)
Kai Simons, Max Planck Institute of Molecular Cell Biology and Genetics (MPI-CBG)
The „Dresden Model“ to build excellence in research (working title)

March 6, 2020

Elisabeth Clausen, RWTH Aachen
Automation and digitization in the mining industry for a secure and sustainable supply of raw
materials (working title)

April 17, 2020

Paul Nurse, Francis Crick Institute
Convergence in research and science (working title)

Registration
All professors of RWTH Aachen University, the junior professors, selected outstanding young scientists and the retired
professors are members of the Faculty Club.
To take part in Faculty Club events, a first general registration is necessary, thereby expressing to the Rector your
willingness to attend Faculty Club meetings as regularly as possible. Registered members may then register for individual
meetings, either via online form or mail to facultyclub@ers.rwth-aachen.de.
A contribution to expenses for lunch snack and beverages is kindly requested (15 € cash on site).
Links for registration and further information are available at www.rwth-aachen.de/facultyclub

Contact:
Dr. Brigitte Küppers, ERS-Forum
phone 0241 80 96504, facultyclub@ers.rwth-aachen.de

